
This is Blackthorn.                 Dyma Ddraenen Ddu. 
Blackthorn can grow up to 7m and 
live for up to 100 years! A food 
plant for moth caterpillars,           
including the lackey, magpie,  
swallow-tailed and yellow-tailed 
moth. Black and brown hairstreak 
butterflies also feed on its leaves. 
Long associated with witchcraft, it 
is said witches' wands and staffs 
were made from its wood. 
Traditionally used for walking 
sticks and tool parts. It burns well, 
so a good choice for your stove. 
The sloes are used in wine, but 
most famously for a warming   
winter tipple, otherwise known as 
‘sloe gin’.  



This is Llwynyrhwrdd Chapel.  Dyma Gapel Llwynyrhwrdd.  
Llwynyrhwrdd or the’ Grove of the 
Ram’ overlooks Cwm-yr-aur,  the 
‘valley of gold’. The chapel dates 
from 1874, although worship        
began here from 1805. Numbers of 
worshipers were linked to             
opportunities in sliver-lead mining 
and slate quarrying. The chapel 
has separate doors for men and 
women, an early chapel tradition.  

Pilosella Aurantica  otherwise 
known as ‘Fox & Cubs’ or ‘Devil’s 
Paintbrush’ , grows amongst the 
graves . Attracting bees,               
butterflies and moths with flowers 
rich in nectar and pollen .  
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These are blackberries.                        Dyma fwyar duon. 
Archaeological evidence shows humans have 
been eating blackberries for over 8000 years. 

The delicious berries are packed with calcium and 
iron and high in vitamin C. The leaves are highly 
medicinal and have been used to treat  wounds, 
inflammation, anaemia and toothache. 

Eating blackberries after Michaelmas day (29th 
September) is considered unlucky. This marks the 
day that Lucifer was cast out of heaven and land-
ed in the brambles. He cursed them, and is said to 
spit on them (or worse) on that day. 

Strictly speaking the blackberry is not a berry but 
an aggregate fruit made of “drupelets”. 

Many small mammals enjoy a blackberry feast 
before hibernating. Lots of birds also rely on the 
protection of brambles for nesting.   
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These are stinging nettles.  Dyma ddanadl poethion. 
Nettles were traditionally used to make rope, fabric and also a dark green dye.  
During the World Wars, nettles were collected for dyeing camouflage fabrics, 
and the German army used nettle cloth for their uniforms. 

Nettles can be collected (using gloves and scissors!) to be used in many differ-
ent recipes – soup, pesto, tea.  They’re surprisingly tasty, and full of vitamins, 
iron and protein – and the sting disappears when you cook them! 

Comma, red admiral and small tortoiseshell butterflies all lay their eggs on 
nettles, which then provide food for the newly hatched caterpillars. 



 

 This is the Cardi Bach line.     Dyma linell y Cardi Bach. 
The railway line between Glogue and Whit-
land opened in 1873, initially only for carry-
ing quarry materials and agricultural goods.   

By 1886 the fondly named Cardi Bach line 
had been extended to Cardigan and was car-
rying passengers too. 

 
The last passengers travelled the route in 
September 1962.  In recent years however, 
there has been some discussion about           
re-opening the whole line as a footpath and 
cycleway. 



 

 

 

 

This is Hazel.                         Dyma Gollen. 
Hazelnuts are a prized food for small children and small 
mammals, especially the dormouse. 

Female hazel flowers, looking like tiny sea anenomes, are 
one of the first signs of spring .  

Grown in hedges or woodland, it coppices well. The bendy 
stems can be woven or knotted to make hurdles. Forked 
stems are handy for thumb sticks and divining rods.   

The Celts considered the nuts to hold concentrated wisdom.  
A Druid wanting to become all knowing, caught a salmon 
from a sacred pool circled by nine hazels, dropping their 
kernels of wisdom in the water. He instructs his apprentice 
to cook it for him but not to eat any. As the salmon roasts, 
the apprentice burns his thumb on the hot fat, and instinc-
tively puts it in his mouth to soothe the pain. He instantly 
imbibes the salmon’s wisdom and goes on to become a 
great leader and folk hero, known as Fionn Mac Cumhaill. 
This story has some similarities to the Welsh legend of 
Taliesin the great Chief of Bards. 



 

 

 

 This is Beech.              Dyma Ffawydden. 
The wood supports a lot of fungus species such 
as Death Cap and Artist's Bracket, and the seed 
(beechnuts) feed birds such as chaffinches, and 
mammals such as squirrels and voles. 

 
 In traditional herbal medicine beech leaves were 
used as a poultice to relieve swellings, and the 
leaves are still used today to make beech leaf 
noyau – a delicious tangy gin.  
 
The word ‘book’ is thought to have the same 
origin as the word ‘beech’ as slices of beech wood 
were once used for carving writing. 


